Making the case for ‘physical activity security’: the 2020 WHO guidelines on physical activity and sedentary behaviour from a Global South perspective
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NOT JUST ANOTHER RESEARCH GAP
With relatively few exceptions, the majority of evidence concerning the health benefits of physical activity (PA) has been gleaned from high-income countries (HICs).1 In the opening editorial to this special issue,2 the editors suggest that under-representation of lower and middle-income countries (LMICs), often referred to as ‘Global South’ in the PA literature is more than ‘just another research gap’. Arguably, this gap reflects very real differences in context, competing health and developmental priorities, available resources and undoubtedly, political will.

Juxtaposed against the clear benefits of PA, most LMICs are characterised by the coexistence of both non-communicable and infectious chronic diseases, such as tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS.3 Obesity often coexists with maternal and childhood undernutrition and household food insecurity and health disparities have been exacerbated by the COVID-19 crisis. Political circumstances are often adverse, with many LMICs experiencing conflict, humanitarian crises, and/or social unrest and embedded inequalities (eg, the legacy of apartheid in South Africa). Lack of safety from crime and traffic, poorly designed and often overcrowded urban environments, low prioritisation of physical education in schools, and inequitable distribution of green space, are endemic to most LMICs.4 5 Thus, PA, even for transport, is difficult at best, and largely undertaken by necessity rather than by choice. Meanwhile, recreational PA is inaccessible for most in these settings.6 As such, and with rapid urbanisation in LMICs, often into poverty,7 we are required to view PA through the ‘lens’ of equity. This demands us to elevate the discussion for PA above health, and frame it as a basic human right that is central to sustainable development.

NEED OR CHOICE?
Despite clear constraints, the prevalence of PA in LMICs is higher than in other regions, mostly through work-related or transport-related activity, as shown by the work of Strain et al (in this issue).8 And while studies in HICs have demonstrated strong associations between PA and attributes of the built environment, these relationships may be attenuated or even inverse in some LMIC and low-income settings.9 10 Similarly, crime and traffic indices are barriers to PA in high and upper middle-income countries (UMICs), but in low-income countries (LICs), there may be little or no association as many people have no other transport options.10 11 The unintended consequence of these circumstances is that LMICs spend up to 5% of gross domestic product on health expenditure for road traffic deaths and injuries, with 44% of these, for example, in the African region, related to walking or cycling.12 And even children from UMICs, where large income inequalities exist, are more likely to walk to school, despite unsafe crossings, absent sidewalks and a high perception of crime. Taken together, this situation suggests a ‘need versus choice’ rubric13 for PA in LICs or disadvantaged settings, and greater dialogue on what comprises a ‘walkable’ community. As such, beyond the ‘research gap’, there is the need to translate what is known, to inform and mitigate the choice constraints for PA in LMICs, in order to ‘level the playing fields’.

The new WHO Global guidelines recognise light activity as offering some health benefits,14 which has important implications for LMICs, where longer sessions or high volumes of light activity are often the dominant form of PA. And because much of the PA in these countries is utilitarian, messaging around the benefits of PA needs to be tailored, recognising the nature and context in which PA takes place, as discussed in Milton et al.15

GUIDELINES ALONE ARE NOT ENOUGH
While the 2020 guidelines14 have been designed to be inclusive, these alone are not sufficient to address the lack of change in global PA prevalence, or the potential decline in PA, associated with rapid urbanisation in LMICs. Guidelines need to be accompanied by intersectoral national plans and policies that position PA as a developmental and rights-based issue, one that promotes the co-benefits beyond health and ensures equitable access. Putting these policies in action is particularly challenging in LMICs, given the burden of inequality and the very real competing demands for resources. While there has been an increase in countries with national PA policies (stand-alone or embedded in non-communicable diseases (NCDs) policy), the proportion of operational plans in LMICs is lower.

There is need for a cadre of personnel, in public and allied health, sports science, sports and exercise medicine, who are trained to deliver PA programmes for health and social development. PA should also form part of the training for urban planners and transport engineers, who may require bespoke solutions to the more challenging urban environments of developing countries. We must also empower communities with PA ‘champions’, physical educators and coaches, to engage community members in social mobilisation and civil discourse with local policy-makers. Past experience suggests that these actions can be effective in creating culturally salient opportunities for PA in LMICs.17

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated many equity issues and COVID-19 quarantine restrictions in some countries have led to a decrease in PA and an increase in sedentary behaviour. Some LMICs may be hard hit particularly due to
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urban overcrowding, lack of public open space and less access to the internet for online PA resources. Whereas in others, such as Lagos, Nigeria, the COVID-19 response resulted in a marked decrease in vehicular traffic, and improved air quality which has encouraged more people to engage in PA. In many countries, the COVID-19 pandemic was the first time that governments recognised the importance of PA for mental and physical well-being, and introduced any PA-related regulatory responses, even if these involved mobility restrictions. Indirectly, COVID-19 has presented a critical moment or ‘a window of opportunity’ to emphasise that access to safe and enjoyable PA should be a basic human right. The response of civil society (‘pushback’) and desire to seek opportunities for PA during local ‘lockdowns’ highlight the urgency of this call to policy- and decision-makers at local, provincial and national levels.

PA SECURITY

Similar to food security, we encourage policy-makers, practitioners, urban planners, researchers and other key stakeholders, to recognise and adopt this definition of PA security:

When all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and enjoyable physical activity to meet, not only their health needs, but to promote physical and emotional well-being and social connectedness, for an active and healthy life.

The new WHO guidelines for PA were not solely designed to target individual health behaviour, but to provide systemic direction and guidance for what is needed, at a whole-of-government and whole-of-society approach, to ensure that communities and individuals can attain ‘PA security’ no matter where they reside around the globe. We applaud the inclusion of PA security in the 2020 WHO Global guidelines for PA and sedentary behaviour, and recognise that the proportion of persons meeting these guidelines is higher in LMICs than in HICs for the time being; however, the guidelines alone do not resolve the issues of equity and environmental justice.

In line with the WHO Global Action Plan for Physical Activity 2018–2030, a regulatory response prioritising PA both for health and as part of the sustainable development agenda will go far towards creating PA enabling environments in LMICs and other highly inequitable settings. This will help to ensure that with rapid urbanisation and development in LMICs, societies are ‘future proofed’ to deliver the universal human right of PA security.
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